
                                                 
                                                 

 
ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE CAISSON CLEANING 

THE FIRST SYSTEM TO BE USED IN THE NORTH SEA 
 

Cape Environmental Services continue to strive to find safer, more environmentally friendly and 
quicker innovative methods of carrying out the historically troublesome and time consuming 
cleaning processes found in the North Sea.  To this end, at the end of Q4 2008 Cape 
Environmental Services unveiled the new environmentally safe caisson cleaning system capable 
of operating below sea level to remove all scale and marine growth from the caisson interior 
back to deck level for disposal. This prevents debris from dropping to the seabed or being 
sucked into the lift pumps on adjacent caissons. 
 

Apache North Sea Forties Alpha Platform 
 

Apache North Sea has initiated a long term firewater lift caisson inspection and repair 
programme throughout the Forties Field Assets. Apache approached Cape Environmental 
Services; after a number of successfully accomplished work scopes, to engineer a solution to 
the problem of cleaning the internals of caissons. Due to the close proximity of other firewater 
lift pump caissons, Apache North Sea were aware of issues where debris cleaned from the 
interior of the caisson would drop down to be sucked into the adjacent firewater lift pumps. 
This would possibly result in the blockage of the pumps, and a potential reduction in fire safety 
cover for the platform. 
In addition to the safety aspects the environmental perspective was to prevent as much 
material leaving the platform in an uncontrolled manner and risking the pollution of the 
seabed. 
 

Cape Environmental Services successfully removed and collected approximately 1 tonne of 
marine growth and scale from an 85 metre section of the caisson verifying the cleanliness of 
the interior using a pan and tilt CCTV system. This enabled the client to undertake a 
comprehensive survey of the caissons internal surface and highlight any areas that required 
attention. 
 

Both Apache North Sea Ltd and Cape Environmental Services Offshore are fully committed to 
preserving the environment in which we operate; by working in partnership we have developed 
a safe, innovative and environmentally compatible system for undertaking caisson cleaning 
projects of any nature.  
 

Further successful caisson cleans have been conducted on Apache’s Bravo, Delta, Charlie and 
Echo platforms. 
 

Recently, the Torpedo System has been effectively utilised to remove and collect a vulcanised 
rubber coating from a caisson on the Talisman Clyde Platform. 
 

“Our partnership with Cape Environmental Services has allowed us to engineer innovative 
technology which has made further positive environmental impact on the way we conduct our 
work in the North Sea.  Cape Environmental were able to offer us a range of solutions which 
directly benefit the way we work and compliment our drive for sound environmental practices” 
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The Leading Offshore 
Industrial Services Contractor

The Offshore Services division within Cape Environmental provides
leading innovative industrial cleaning and decontamination services
for process pipework, tanks and vessels to some of the world’s largest
multi-national Oil and Gas companies.

The key to our success lies in having the most advanced technology
and a team of highly qualified and dedicated people with the right
skills, training and a can-do attitude. We work in close partnership with
our clients to achieve the most appropriate solution, creating time and
cost efficiencies, as well reducing downtime and increasing overall
production uptime.

Our Services
Production Vessel Sand Removal – Online

Cape Environmental Offshore Services were first to conduct a live
operation in 2003 and using the ‘Syphonvac’ system regularly enable
clients to avoid having to shutdown simply to remove solids from a
separator vessel, increasing client annual revenues by £millions.

� Sand removed whilst vessel in full production – 
with no loss of production

� Reduces deferral costs

� Reduces critical path shutdown cleaning operation

Services
� Production Separators: 

Online Sand Removal

� Production Separators:
De-gassing and 
Offline Cleaning

� Process Pipe De-scaling:
Online and Offline

� HP and UHP Water Jetting

� Tank and Vessel Cleaning

� Environmentally Safe 
Internal Caisson Cleaning

Additional Services
� Chemical Cleaning 

and Decontamination

� Heat Exchanger Cleaning

� Drain Cleaning 
and CCTV Survey

� Contaminated Material
Separation (NORM/LSA)

� General Thermography:
Scale Depth Analysis

� Cold Cutting

Cape 
Environmental
Offshore 
Services



Production Vessel Cleaning – Offline

Cape Environmental Offshore Services can de-gas vessels and
remove all solids and liquids in less time than it takes to simply prepare
vessels for man entry vessel cleaning by traditional methods, saving
considerable time on platforms that can either increase the tasks
able to be done during a shutdown or, if on a critical path, can
reduce the shutdown duration significantly.

Pipe De-Scaling

Cape Environmental Offshore Services’ ‘Aquadril’ system cuts through
scale on the inside of pipes using only high pressure water. Using a single
access point, ‘Aquadril’ can clean up to 300m, cutting around
directional changes in a pipeline without the need for costly pipe work
dismantling. Aquadril is an innovation that significantly reduces
downtime and total job costs. Non-production pipe de-scaling can also
be delivered online using Cape Environmental’s ‘Super Gun’ system.

Caisson Cleaning

Cape Environmental recently unveiled the new ‘Torpedo’ unit, an
environmentally safe internal caisson cleaning system capable of
operating below sea level to remove all scale and marine growth
from the caisson back to deck level for disposal. This prevents debris
from dropping to the seabed creating environmental contamination,
or being sucked into the lift pumps on adjacent caissons.

HP and UHP Water Jetting

All aspects of HP and UHP water jetting from deck cleaning to surface
preparation for recoating purposes. In addition we undertake hot
water pressure jetting and remote controlled jetting techniques.

Heat Exchanger Cleaning

Heat exchangers and associated pipework can be de-scaled and
fouling removed to regain full operating efficiency by high pressure or
ultra high pressure water jetting and/or chemical cleaning depending
upon the nature of the material build up.

FPSO Cargo Tank Cleaning

Using very efficient high head lift pumping equipment and low pressure
and high pressure water jetting equipment, Cape Environmental
Offshore Services can rapidly and safely clean cargo tanks and slop oil
tanks prior to inspection and repair operations.

Chemical Cleaning, Decontamination and Material Separation

Cape Environmental Offshore Services have chemical and
mechanical technologies to separate contaminants from solids and
water to reduce, and in some cases eliminate entirely, third party
waste disposal charges in a cost effective manner.

Contact Us

Lovat MacGregor
Business Development Manager

Tel: +44 (0) 1779 471 536
Mob:+44 (0) 7525 911 590

Cape Environmental
Offshore Services
Unit 5, Dales Industrial Estate
Peterhead
Aberdeenshire
Scotland  AB42 3JF

www.capeplc.com
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